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The world market theory is an important part of Six Books Plan, it has very 
important position in the theoretical system of Marxist political economics. Through 
the book of World Market, Marx attempted to clarify the basic properties and 
characters of world-scale capitalist economy entirety, developed the political economy 
in the narrow sense into the political economy in a broad sense, revealed the historical 
inevitability that the Capitalism would be replaced by a new social form. 
On the foundation of summing up and analyzing Marx’s  World Market Theory, 
the dissertation investigated the new changes of world market,the new features of the 
value law in every period, and the enlightenments to China from the dimension of 
time.The paper analyzed the difficulties which the unified world market and 
international value would be formed, and pointed out that exploiting world market 
was an historical mission of the capitalist countries, and world market had always 
been a tool and means which capitalist countries could abate the basic contradiction 
and shift the economic crisis, it had been an important function in the capitalistic 
economic history. 
The pursuit of the surplus value and the strong passion for enlargement which 
were provided with the capital by nature made the capital break through the national 
bound to exploit world market according to its developmental logic at last, capital 
internationalization has came into being. On the one hand, the development of capital 
internationalization has strengthened the economic relations among every country, it 
is a progressional course; on the other hand, it has too been a procedure of capital 
accumulation in the global scope,its essence is the internationalization of the 
production and realization of surplus value, and the expansion of capitalist production 
relations in the world.The development of multinational company——as the carrier of 
capital internationalization has brought about great impact on the world market,it has 
been an important means which capitalist countries enlarged the world market share, 
controlled the world market, and gained more excess profits. With the rising of 
multinational companies of the developing countries, the situation of world market 
has changed.China must cultivate our MNC, implement the strategy of going abroad, 
possess more shares in the world market, earn more comparative profits for market 













The development of capital internationalization and MNC expanded the world 
market into the economic globalization era. Economic globalization expanded the 
world market from the narrow sense to the broad sense. At present, economic 
globalization has still taken the developed countries as its leading factors, China 
should participate in the economic globalization actively, drive the reconstruction of 
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